
Bio

From the dark, watery grave of the south-coast, the Brighton based 3 piece 

Derelict Dream have come to give a new meaning to the word 'Heavy', with 

lyrics inspired by Hell in the concept of a dream you can never wake up from, 

one you have made for yourself and you can never unmake, a place filled 

with demons designed by your own fears.

Their music is inspired by the brutal relentlessness of bands such as Blood 

Bath and Feared, the erratic rhythms of bands such as Meshuggah and 

Monuments, the dark but powerful melodies of bands like Periphery, Opeth 

and Tesseract and the otherworldly, ethereal atmosphere of Devin Townsend 

and Sylosis.



Derelict Dream came into the Brighton Metal Scene 2015 and since have 

played with bands such as Disperse, Mask of Judas, Cambion, Valis Ablaze, 

Core of iO, Bleed Again, Clockwork and Red Seas Fire.

Derelict Dream have just released their EP HUMAN, the first in a series of 

concept EP’s the band is working on, each covering different aspects of the 

human condition. HUMAN is a collection of songs expressing the process of 

someone facing their personal demons and developing and learning from the 

experience. But where does this take them? Have they evolved from this 

experience? This narrative will be continued in the following EP’s.

"A blend of star gazer serenity, their blitzing thrash rhythms and tech guitar work 
makes for some brutal and beautiful musical moments" 
- Distorted Sound Magazine-

"Derelict Dream transcend Metal sub-genres to deliver something that is epic"  -
MetalNoise-

"In seconds. the band sounds alternative, sounds brutal and progressive without 
leaving aside their ability to make good music" 
-Metal Forever-

“The band’s mix of accessible aggression, harsh vocals, atmospheric orchestral 
synths, and soaring cleans is a very enjoyable one”
-Indy Metal Vault-


